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bluebox Eurorack Edition

1010music introduces bluebox Eurorack Edition, the new Eurorack mixer with

effects and multichannel recording/playback based on the award-winning bluebox

desktop mixer. Plus the Eurorack mixer adds new features like USB-C ports for

connecting external MIDI controllers and sending 2 channels of audio to your

computer. Whether recording your Eurorack jams; using it to play stems as backing

tracks; or a combination of both.

bluebox Eurorack Editionis the elegant way to get high-quality mixing, effects and

integrated recording and playback all in one super-optimized 30 hp form factor. Like

all 1010music products, it uses a touchscreen with knobs to let you quickly control

volume, gain, 4 band parametric EQ, pan, reverb and delay effects, mute/solo and

record/play functions for each track – all with a fast, fluid, intuitive workflow.
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Easily map the 3.5 mm TS inputs to 12 mono tracks or 6 stereo tracks – all with

independent control for recording and playback. Connect your gear to bluebox

Eurorack Edition, and route each track independently to outputs and effects sends

for even more variety. Record independent tracks or the Main mix to a standard

microSD card or send/receive audio to your computer via USB-C.

bluebox Eurorack Edition is the ultimate in compact

mixing/effects/recording/playback for Eurorack. Smack it in your rack and hit the

road with a self-contained, electronic music powerhouse.

bluebox Eurorack Edition Features

Mix 12 mono/6 stereo tracks of live or prerecorded sound.

Independently route each track to any combination of outputs:

- 4 mono / 2 stereo outputs

- Stereo headphone output

6 CV inputs for modulation and control -clock output

TS MIDI input and output

USB-C for external MIDI controllers and MIDI sync/clock

USB-C for 2 channel audio

microSD to record/play hours of multi-track/stereo music as 48k, 24 bit

WAVs and for firmware updates

Ability to playback pre-recorded tracks while recording new ones

Master control of the same mixer parameter across multiple tracks for faster

mixes

Touchscreen gestures and knobs to quickly and easily tweak parameters

Four band EQ per track with Cut/Shelf/Parametric settings for each band

Great Reverb and Delay effects with independent sends for each track

A built-in global compressor to maximize loudness and glue your mix

together

Save and recall Project settings including all parameters for tracks, outputs,

EQ and effects
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